
Biographic Chronicle

László Rátz was born on 9 April 1863
in Sopron to Ágost Rátz, an ironmonger, and
Emma Töpler. The forebears of the Rátz
family emmigrated to Hungary from Turkey
in the seventeenth century.

In 1882 he graduated from the Sopron
Lutheran Liceum, which he had attended for
the previous two years. At that time he
resided at 131 Várkerület. His teacher of
Hungarian was Imre Góbi, under whose
directorship Rátz later taught in Budapest.
His teacher of mathematics and physics was
János Renner senior.

From 1883 to 1887, Rátz studied at the Budapest University of Arts and Sciences.
From 4 October 1887 to 7 August 1888, he studied philosophy at the University of Berlin,
after which he enrolled as a student of natural history at the University of Strassburg on 31
October of the same year.

From September 1889 Rátz served as teacher-in-training at the Main Gymnasium
attached to the Budapest University of Arts and Sciences.

On 28 November 1890 Rátz was awarded a university diploma in physics and
mathematics.

On 1 September 1890, Rátz commenced his duties as an assistant teacher at the
Budapest Lutheran Gymnasium, where two years later he received a permanent
appointment. Rátz retained his teaching position at the Lutheran Gymnasium until his
retirement in 1925.

Between 1909 and 1914 Rátz served as director of the Lutheran Gymnasium. After
resigning from this position, he received the title of honorary director and was named a
permanent honorary member of the school’s representative body.

Rátz died at the Grünwald Sanatorium in Budapest on 30 September 1930 and was
buried on 4 October in Sopron. His grave in the Lutheran Cemetery can be found next to the
wall to the left of the entrance.
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As executive advisor to the National Public Education Council, Rátz helped to prepare
the mathematics curriculum of 1924 and instructions for its implementation. During his
career he served for seventeen year as teacher-president of the Song and Music Union and
for thirty years as director of the Formica Teachers’ Saving Society. He was a member of
the National Teachers Pension Fund, and during his retirement he was managing director of
the Lutheran Gymnasium Alumni Association.

On 18 November 1930, Sándor Mikola, at that time director of the Lutheran
Gymnasium, announced at a meeting of the faculty that the Lutheran Gymnasium Alumni
Association “had initiated a large-scale campaign to immortalise the memory of László
Rátz”. In the year following his death, Rátz was commemorated at the dedication of a large
marble plaque bearing his likeness in relief. The work of sculptor Elek Lux, it was hung in
the school’s stairwell. In 1939, Aladár Münnich donated a silver chalice to the Lutheran
Gymnasium Alumni Association with the goal of honoring Rátz’s memory at an annual
László Rátz Memorial Assembly.

László Rátz was an active participant in the life of the Lutheran community as well; a
member of various church committees, he also served as a deacon and general presbyter.

Rátz’s most noteworthy scholarly endeavors included his leading role in the
implementation of reforms in secondary-school mathematics education (1905–1914) and his
editorship (as successor to Dániel Arany) of the Középiskolai Matematikai Lapok (Journal of
Secondary-School Mathematics) from 1896 to 1914. Certain of those mathematics problems
and their solutions which had appeared in that journal were thematically organised and
published separately by Rátz under the title Matematikai Gyakorlókönyv 1-2 (Mathematics
Practice Book 1-2), which appeared in two installments in 1904 and 1905.

The reformer of mathematics teaching

The various European reforms in mathematics teaching commenced in England (1884
Armstrong, 1901 Perry). In early twentieth-century France Poincaré and Langevin led the
reform movement.

As for Germany, at the Congress of German Physicians and Nature-researchers in
1905, the Mathematics Reform Committe announced that the natural sciences have a
cultural value apart from their practical applications, and, for this reason, their teaching
should be placed on an equal footing with that of the philological disciplines. Worthy of
special note is Felix Klein, professor at Göttingen University and an initiator and organiser
of European reforms. Klein devoted special attention to the state of Hungarian mathematics.
In 1905 he lectured in Budapest and over the course of the following decades converted
Göttingen into something of a Mecca for Hungarian mathematicians.
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Reforms in Hungary began with the efforts of Professor Manó Beke, a student of
Klein’s. At the annual meeting of the National Association of Secondary School Teachers in
1906, a Mathematics Reform Committee was created, with Beke as president, Sándor
Mikola secretary, and László Rátz among the members. So thorough was the work of this
committee that its results surpassed those of the committees elsewhere in Europe upon
which it had been modelled, as was widely acknowledged both home and abroad. Testament
to the quality of the Hungarian committee’s activities was the appearance of its results in a
book published by Teubner in 1911. Beginning in 1909, Beke, together with Rátz and
Gusztáv Rados, represented Hungary on the International Reform Committee. László Rátz
participated in congresses organised in Milano, Cambridge and Paris, and in 1910 was
named “Officer d’Académie”, a noteworthy French honor.

Even before the formation of the Hungarian committee, Rátz and Mikola had sensed
the need for a change, and, inspired by the example of the English, they worked up a
complete and highly detailed set of workable techniques and materials for the teaching of
mathematics. They concluded that mathematics embraces a number of spontaneously
acquired elements, which must be reinforced in the pupil. The study of mathematics must
be interwoven with immediate experience. They stressed the importance of mental
calculation and the practice of estimating. From their set of new materials and techniques
they drew, by way of example, those sections devoted to the teaching of infinitesimal
calculus and presented them in a number of publications: Rátz-Mikola, “Az infinitezimális
számítás elemei a középiskolában” (Infinitesimal calculus in the secondary school), an
article which appeared in the 1910 Annual Report of the Lutheran Gymnasium; in a book
bearing the same title and appearing in the same year; and in a more sizeable volume entitled
Functions and the elements of infinesimal calculus [A függvények és az infinitezimális
számítások elemei], published by Franklin Publishers in 1914.

The most pressing questions connected with the reform of mathematics teaching were
addressed in lectures at Congresses of the National Association of Secondary School
Teachers. The material of these lectures soon found their way into a book edited by Beke
and Mikola under the title The reform of mathematics teaching in the secondary school [A
középiskolai mathematikai tanítás reformja, Budapest, Franklin 1909]. Included in that
book was an article by Rátz entitled “The teaching of functions and the elements of
infinitesimal calculus in our secondary schools” [A függvények és az infinitesimális
számítás elemeinek tanítása középiskoláinkban], in which he delivered the following
summation:

“The principle behind the reform can be briefly expressed as follows: Let the teaching
of mathematics be such as to develop in the pupil an awareness of the cultural importance
of mathematics. We want the graduates of our secondary institutions to take something of
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their mathematical training into their adult lives. It is our hope that in such a way “the
practice of thinking mathematically” will have an impact on public life. Our pupils must
realise how great is the number of branches of mathematics which are related to practical
life, the sciences and our general view of the world in its entirety. ... It is our conviction that
teaching modified to this end is necessary in order to grasp the principal features of modern
culture. It is not our goal to provide pupils bound for further technical and other specialised
training with more mathematical knowledge; instead, we aim to equip precisely those pupils
whose training in mathematics will come to an end upon their graduation from secondary
school with an understanding of mathematics which is worthy of so great a science.”

Beke, Mikola, Rátz and their collaborators took pains to point out that the reform was much
more than a matter of expanding the content of the mathematics curriculum. They emphasised
that the teaching of infinitesimal calculus must be centered upon the notion of functions. From
the first form on, instruction should endeavor to shape the pupils’mode of reasoning and develop
in them the capacity to think in terms of functions. “The content of mathematics instruction at
the secondary level should be so prescribed as to include a place for the most essential notions
of contemporary natural science”. “We must transform the spirit of instruction, rather than simply
tack on differential and integral calculus at the end of the curriculum”.

Pupils, they explained, must be able to reach a deeper understanding of reality through
consideration of quantitative relations. In this respect, it was essential that the teacher strive
to elucidate the instructional material with utmost clarity, as exemplified in their remarks on
the teaching of the second and third forms: “... the content must be taught on the basis of a
clear and vivid notion of the fraction”.

In the course of the 1907–08 school year, the gymnasium, already equipped with a rich
store of materials, sent to the cultural section of an exhibition in London a collection of
tables and diagrams demonstrating the new method of mathematics teaching.

These multifaceted, courageous and pathbreaking initiatives were crowned with
success in November 1909 when the Lutheran Gymnasium was officially sanctioned to
employ the new method of mathematics instruction in accordance with the stipulations of
Rátz and Mikola, who, in fact, had been employing it on an experimental basis since 1902.
In the course of the national educational reform of 1924, differential and integral calculus
were introduced into the curriculum.

The discerner and cultivator of talents

As was mentioned above, a rare and special human quality distinguishes those teachers
capable of working with pupils more talented than themselves. Fully aware of the greater
intelligence of their younger charges, they still assist them by drawing upon a greater
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experience of life and broader range of acquired knowledge. But over and above this noble
quality, they are able to recognise and support the talented because they themselves are
talented. As Loránd Eötvös remarked: “scholarly instruction takes place when, and only
when, scholars themselves teach. Independence of thought can be acquired only from that
teacher who himself is able to think independently, and precisely independence of thought
is most necessary to the scholar”(Az egyetem feladatáról [The task of the university].
Rectoral inauguration speech at Budapest University of Arts and Sciences, 1891).

In the eyes of society early twentieth-century a successful secondary-school teacher was
also a successful researcher. One hundred years later we must realise that alongside such
notions as a musical gift and literary talent, a new and analogous expression must find its place
in the public consciousness: teaching ability or a talent for teaching. The ability to kindle a
love of one’s subject in students, the genuine recognition of a students’ achievements, praise
– and on the basis of these virtues, the nurturing of self-confidence and the entrustment of
newer and more challenging tasks. Such are the apparently simple items in the repertoire of
the successful teacher. However, such qualities emerge from the depths of the personality and
are just as genetically coded as a talent for mathematics or music. And we can safely assume
that, like musical talent, the enthusiasm and love – both of his subject and of his students – so
characteristic of genuine teachers will not always be found among us.

The mediocre teacher grows weary in the face of much work and becomes indifferent,
whereas a talent for teaching displays itself even into old age. Many recall the spellbinding
lectures delivered by József Öveges, Miklós Vermes, Károly Jeges when they were already
past the age of seventy. In 1926 Sándor Mikola said of László Rátz the teacher that “he
conducted his last mathematics lesson a year ago with just as much freshness of spirit and
body as he did 36 years ago”.

A teacher should be cheerful and warmhearted! Admissions examinations should be
designed to bar rigid, heartless, humorless and unimaginative people from entering the
teaching profession. Humor is a very important matter. Characterising László Rátz, János
Renner remarked, “Though an essentially serious man, he often sparkled with a witty and
cheerful humor which especially endeared us to him”.

By virtue of his great knowledge and refinement of feeling, László Rátz discerned the
talents in his pupils and subsequently nurtured them as if they were his colleagues and
collaborators. On Saturdays he invited them to coffeehouses for discussions in which,
alongside teachers of the gymnasium, university colleagues also took part. The reader should
bear in mind that such meetings took place at the beginning of the twentieth century, when the
utmost discipline prevailed in the schools and teachers had the respect not only of their
students but, as the author has mentioned, of society as a whole. Nonetheless, the adolescents
János Neumann and Jenõ Wigner took coffee together with their teacher László Rátz, the
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academician Sándor Mikola, and such university teachers as Manó Beke, Gábor Szegõ and
Mihály Fekete. It was also an honour for the secondary-school teachers that, as Wigner later
pointed out in a letter “they were not isolated from the grandest edifice of the sciences: the
university ... – such a state of affairs, unfortunately, is unheard of in America, at least so far as
Princeton is concerned”. It is not difficult to imagine the extraordinary degree to which contact
with such a community lifted the spirits of the young pupils at the Lutheran Gymnasium. It
fostered their self-confidence and furthered the development of their talents.

When Rátz eventually came to feel that he had no more to teach Neumann, he asked
Mihály Fekete and József Kürschák to take him on as a student. Wigner, on the other hand,
Rátz invited to his lodgings, where the teacher passed on to his pupil books “of rare value”,
which Wigner then read and discussed with Rátz at their next meeting.

It is possible to develop the capacity for mathematical thought so indispensable for
fruiful work in the natural sciences. Rátz regularly placed elaborate mathematical problems
in the monthly Journal of Secondary-School Mathematics, the pupils’ solutions of which he
would then analyse and evaluate. The most interesting of such problems Rátz then published
in book form, so as to make them available in subsequent school years. Upon Rátz’s
retirement, Sándor Mikola praised Rátz’s work in the following glowing terms:

“Even more profound than that of the reform in mathematics teaching was the impact
which László Rátz’s work in connection with the Journal of Secondary-School Mathematics
had on the teaching of mathematics in our country. He edited the journal for twenty years,
and did so with the utmost selflessness, receiving no support from the state or any other
source (not that he asked for it) and, indeed, contributing substantial amounts of his own
money to ensure the journal’s publication. With the greatest of care he solicited for
publication in the modest periodical articles and problems which would sow the seeds of
mathematical thought in the pupils. With even greater care and conscientiousness he read
through and and evaluated solutions to the published problems sent in from all parts of the
country. His acute perceptiveness consistently enabled him to recognise true abilities, I can
deservedly boast on his part that those who excelled as mathematicians in college or
university, with almost no exceptions, emerged from the modest ranks of his journal’s
readership.” (Annual Report of the Lutheran Gymnasium, 1925–26).

During his tenure as a professor at Princton University Jenõ Wigner counted among his
favorite pastime the solving of Rátz’s secondary-school mathematics porblems. In he course of
a television interview, the reporter remarked that problems designed for secondary school pupils
should not present a challenge for a Nobel laureate, Wigner replied: “If you please, a person’s
talents do not improve. Many would say actually decline with age.”
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